MOHAMMED   AND    CHARLEMAGNE
Aries, and had timber sent to Alexandria, which was purchased
in Gaul.1
In any case, the abundant circulation of gold compels us to
conclude that there was a very considerable export trade.
Besides this international commerce, which was largely if not
exclusively in the hands of foreigners, the inland trade filled an
important role in the economic life of the West. Here a different
picture presents itself. Of course, as we have seen, the Jews played
a prominent part in this trade, and the same may certainly be
said of the Syrians established in the country, of whom we have
already spoken. But in addition to these the native merchants
were much to the fore. It is evident that there were not only shop-
keepers among them, but also merchants by profession.3
The anecdote that Gregory of Tours relates of the merchants
of Verdun3 is characteristic in this respect: the city being afflicted
by poverty under the Bishop Dcsidcratus (first half of the 6th
century), the latter borrowed 7,000 aurd from King Theodebert
and distributed them among the citizens "at illi ncgotia exercentes
divites per hoc effecti sunt et usque hodic m&gni habentur" Here we
have indubitable proof of great commercial activity.4 And it is a
remarkable fact that the bishop spoke to the king reviving the
trade of his city sicut reliquae habent', from which we may conclude
that commercial activity was a feature of all the cities.*5
Gregory of Tours6 relates, among other things, a detail that
1 Registr., VI, 10, m.g.h. epist., vol I, p. 388. lydus, dc Magistratibtts, I,17, ed,
wuensch, Teubner, 1903, p, 21, mentions also the textiles of Arras. See, how-
ever, certain reservations made by f. vercautbren, Etude sur Ics Civitotes, p, 183.
* A. dopsch, Wirtschaftlichc Gnmdlagcn, vol. II, 2nd ed., p. 439, refutes the
notion that there were only foreign merchants.
8 gregory of tours, Hist. Franc., Ill, 34.
4 The bishops engaged in commerce at Nantes. Bishop Felix enlarged the
port: venantius fortunatus, Carmina, III, xo,M.G.H. ss, antjq., vol IV1, p, 62.
6 lot, in lot, phster and ganshop, Histoirc du Moycn Age, vol. I, p. 365,
cites this very example of Verdun in order to prove the insignificant develop-
ment of capitalism. If we draw similar comparisons between our own epoch
and the I3th century we shall^come to identical conclusions in respect of this
letter period. It is quite certain, however, that the persons in question here
were retail merchants, and therefore very active retailers,
6 gregory op tours, Hist. Franc., VII, 46.
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